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In the spirit of her blockbuster #1 NY Times bestseller The Happiness Project, Gretchen Rubin
embarks on a fresh project to make real estate a happier place. A location that, by producing her
feel safe, would free her to take chances.One Sunday afternoon, seeing that she unloaded the
dishwasher, Gretchen Rubin felt hit simply by a wave of homesickness. she believed, “ And it
really was time to replace that dud toaster.Each month, Rubin tackles a different theme as she
experiments with concrete, manageable resolutions—With her signature mixture of memoir,
science, philosophy, and experimentation, Rubin’ “Of all components of a happy life,”
Homesick—my home is the most important. How might she spotlight her family’ And what did she
desire from her home?   Also, while Rubin wished to be happier in the home, she wanted to
appreciate how much pleasure was there already. So, beginning in September (the new January),
Rubin dedicated a school season—September through May—  to making her house a place of
greater simplicity, ease and comfort, and like.In The Happiness Task, she worked out general
theories of happiness.  How do she control the cubicle in her pocket?”s treasured
possessions?why? Here she will go deeper on factors that matter for house, such as for example
possessions, marriage, period, and parenthood. She was standing up right in her very own
kitchen.and this time, she coaxes her family to try some resolutions, aswell.  Super fast, she
made a decision to undertake a fresh happiness project, and this time, to focus on house. She
sensed homesick, she noticed, with love for home itself.s passion for her subject jumps off the
web page, and reading just a few chapters of this book can inspire readers to discover more
happiness within their own lives. A location that calmed her, and energized her.
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Something of a letdown As various other reviewers have said, I must say i wanted to like this
book. Obviously, I miss reading.. I believe there is new info in this book compared to her first,
but there exists a lot of repetition. I felt inspired by reading Gretchen Rubin's first book in
"happiness" and was wanting to read this reserve. I really like detail, normally, but so a lot of this
book appeared to be "and this happened to me, and after that I did this." Hard to state how that
differs from the first book, but it did--maybe it had been the dearth of brand-new insights, or the
inclusion of the seemingly trivial (if you ask me, at least). I am not really through it yet.. I guess
ultimately it felt as though that one was rushed--that she put in the effort to record the facts, but
perhaps not the same work towards making those details add up to something relevant and
useful to the reader.. I've adopted a few of Gretchen’s resolutions in my everyday life. There is
also details directing the reader to online resources for personal or group Happiness Projects. I
actually listened to the audio form of this reserve. I still perform, and will look forward to her
next task and her next book. Gretchen Given that I've bought a Kindle Fire HD 8. We am
surprised at just how much I enjoyed reading and how much insight I've gained by . Enjoyable
read! I've read that book twice now and am currently hearing the audiobook version. Thanks!
that realization made me feel just like I'd made a fresh friend. I regularly have little things such
as, "Arrive," "I have to act how I want to feel," and other gems cross my brain during the day that
remind and help me keep my very own resolutions. This reserve is normally well crafted with the
ideal balance of research info and personal anecdotes. I’m on the second chapter and simply
skipped through 4 webpages of the author describing how she actually is throwing out her kids
crap. I read them consecutively and am glad I did so as this quantity builds on the principles
outlined in the first. This will be one of those books (along using its predecessor) that I will
continue my shelf to make reference to when I am prepared for a new resolution or a fresh
challenge. The main principles (Secrets of Adulthood, The Eight Splendid Truths, Tips to. Meh -
Skip over this and move to Before and After I've been a enthusiast of Rubin's blog for years and
We eagerly ordered her first reserve when it had been released..) are easily recapped in the back
of the publication for quick reference and each chapter heading provides an overview to that
month's goal and resolutions. It's like she didn't have very much significant to say, but still took
up a whole lot of space stating it.! I know I did and can later on as I implement the tips in my
life... Her second book, Happier in the home, I trudged obtaining through. The info in the
publication seemed familiar. I really like the writer and her writing style, too--she is indeed
refreshingly honest, with a wonderfully available style. This publication is just ok - most likely not
a must-read if you have read The Happiness Project. Skip over this and proceed to Before and
After. Always Room for More Happiness!But this reserve, which I'd eagerly anticipated since I pre-
ordered it earlier this summer, feels more like a diary or a THE LIFE SPAN of Gretchen Rubin
documentary than a self-help book. This books has a lot of fun ideas! A few of these ways aren't
what one normally hears and it was good to have a different perspective in this quest. After
reading both of these books I also signed up for Gretchen Rubin's "quotation a day" email
messages that I look forward to each morning. Be yourself I liked the way Gretchen took each
month and set clear goals for herself towards building her home happier. Enjoyed and make use
of often! I have a great deal to do lately and have no time to learn. I loved The Joy Project, and
discovered it life-changing--in fact, I re-go through it at least one time a year. Therefore to fix
that problem I not really get books on CD. I really do like that you shared your faults and
vulnerability’s in this reserve Gretchen. She (the CD) keeps me organization and motivated to
continue.I've played it frequently, so I feel it was money well spent. I've noticed where people
complain about Gretchen Rubin and her motives, but that doesn't concern me. I just finished



Happier at Home and without a doubt I am inspired once again. I'm getting thing done!! I really
believe most people will take advantage of the insights and details in this book; I recommend
this book-specifically to mothers of young children. But I will most likely not be re-reading this
one.9" I desire that I experienced waited to get the books. One for myself and one as a gift...
That takes courage to share that much about the family members to our hearts.Strategy to use
Gretchen it's another house run. I actually am surprised at how much We enjoyed reading and
just how much insight I've gained by reading both Happiness Task and Happier at Home. The
concept and even a few of the goals, and definitely a few of the research is repeated materials. It
got me thinking about a bunch of my own things to apply, plus I borrowed a few of Gretchen's
ideas too. Overall good book Thoughtful book on being happier in the home. Thoughtfully
written and inspiring That is thoughtfully written and helpful to inspire visitors to do their own
analysis. But that's not all that is in the book.. actually for the same goals as those stated in her
previous publication, they are accomplished in a different way. This is a good read for anyone
who likes Rubin's work and first book. A singular undertake a loaded subject Although I admire
Rubin for taking on this topic, as often, I wonder just how much even more difficult this would
have already been if she wasn't upper class and if she had to work outside the home 50 or 60
hours weekly. I bought copies for family and friends, I recommend it continuously to learners in
my college writing classes.The input that she shares about her two girls and spouse are funny
and uplifting.She is an incredible woman who's a warrior for all women to bring us closer to
house and our inner homes. However, I couldn't relate to the majority of her indulgent ideas.
Inspiring In 2011 I browse the Happiness Project by Gretchen Rubin. And since that time I have
used it in my own life on many events.Her CD's maintain me on task and motivated, what more
may i ask for?If that is your 1st Gretchen Rubin book, you might not have the same issue with it
that I did--I guess I simply loved the first reserve so much that I had high expectations. Enjoying
the simple day to day life around us that appears to go by so slowly but yet so quickly! Including
make a list of my very own resolutions. And I really like a good memoir--but this wasn't an
excellent memoir, either. Including greet and kiss my family each morning and at night. Also,
whenever we leave and come back from our days away from one another. This book reminded
me to decelerate and remember to enjoy the small things and also set fresh goals for myself.We
play her CD when I'm cleaning or organizing. It’s extremely refreshing. Gretchen, many thanks!. I
found it to be simply as filled with suggestions to help me create even more happiness in the
home. I like just how Gretchen reveal her personal vulnerability and weaknesses. It’s nice to
have an author who doesn’t claim perfection!! Good book in retreaded ground If you have read
Rubin's first book, The Happiness Project, this is simply not uncharted territory. May have been
disappointed if I had paid full price. Super Disappointed I LOVED the Pleasure Project, but this
reserve is like one run on sentence. For example, I really like scent, too, however the number of
webpages specialized in Rubin's exploration of smell, including creating a Shrine to Scent, just
seemed like an awful lot of interest spent trying to raise the extremely mundane... I love the
author's style quite definitely and find that we have similar personality characteristics; There is
also new research and new goals; Type of a "This is what I did" instead of "Here's what to
accomplish"--more of a memoir of nine months compared to the instructional, follow-this-path
tone of The Joy Project. who cares or doesn’t know to get rid of things you aren't using.I do
realize that paying attention to the details was a big part of Rubin's prescription for happiness in
her very successful first book, and it's hard to put my finger on what made this one less
enjoyable.. it’s a boring examine to state the least Live Now This book reminds you that the little
things in life make us happy--family, our work, and living in the now. I was able to accomplish a



lot more while listening. She seems to go above and beyond to insure that her visitors should
seek more happiness within their lives. She openly admits her reached goals and those not met.
Interesting ideas I enjoyed most of the ideas put forth in this reserve. I bought it used and feel
that I acquired my money’s well worth. Rubin brings up things I would haven't thought of on this
issue and I appreciated her stories not to mention her lists and solutions to boosting happiness.
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